
We can measure the success

of this SDG when teachers 
feel comfortable to give 
online classes and use digital 
tools for it

We can analyze the data received from the use of the app we 
propouse to implement

So every 3 months we check the learning curve of the users 
(teacher/mentors) to see how they are improving and see want can 
be improuved even more.

Our plan is to create a

community for teachers in 
need that would help them 
keep up increasing their 
online teaching knowledge

We can measure the success

of this SDG by developing 
an innovative tool that 
connects teachers that want 
to improve their skills.

What we know and have learned so far about the current education situation in Ghana, the teachers have no 

idea how to deliver education with all the new limitations (Cannot teach in-person, internet accessibilities, 

students IT skills and environment). They are facing difficulty to translate in-person teaching experience to online 

experience. All primary public schools are closed until January 2021. Only some private school teachers attempt 

to do online education. No guideline from the government.


Next steps, regarding the prototype's fidelity cannot reach the level we need to test our assumptions


We have too many functions on our product and end up we don't focus on anything→The solution won't be 

sharp enough.


Only researching with lower fidelity prototype (no coding behind), we would miss very important social, 

geological, environment situation to be considered to implement the solution in their society. It would lead a 

measure failure as a solution.

All over the world initiatives are taken to make our planet more sustainable.


This project focus on the 4th DGG althow others are relatively close and has been taking into account. 

Learning & Next steps

The Global Goals for sustainable development

Reflection/

Oportunities identified



1./ Some teachers want to help other teachers who need help but there is no appropriate way to reach out to.



2./ There are some communities exist but in the communication within the communities were not related to asking / offering help, they are 

mostly sharing events information.



3./ Just connecting teachers might not enough to facilitate the supporting system among teachers.

Main research insights



Some teachers want to help other teachers who need help but there is no appropriate way to reach out to.


There are some communities exist but in the communication within the communities were not related to asking / offering help, they are mostly 

sharing events information.


Just connecting teachers might not enough to facilitate the supporting system among teachers.

1./ 

2./ 

3./

Clickable figma lo-fi prototype



Basic kick start guide (Hub creates the contents)


Sharing platform (Users creates the contents)


        - Teaching material sharing


        - Mentring session


        - Classroom visit setting


 Events

After the iteration - new prototype



Our Solution - Digital Toolbox HubMe



Offers a guide to take an initial step for remote teaching. 


Empowers teachers to resume teaching in the new normal.



We designed a digital toolbox for teachers who haven’t experienced delivering online education. in limited internet access and experience in 

virtual education space.


It provides teachers a guide to take initial steps and  empower them to start remote teaching in new normal,


It allows teachers to get prepared online teaching materials, inviting classroom virtually, and setting up mentoring session with experienced 

teachers.

Wireframe - Prototype




Clickable Figma lo-fi prototype that has been tested - iteration - with interview participants and get feedback.



We observed that all 3 interviewees talked about the importance of community, how the communities work and their pros and cons. This 
validated our assumption that in Ghana there is constant demand from teachers to connect with their peers and more experienced 
professionals.



However, we need to set up more experiments and get other evidence that the product we are going to offer will actually be adopted by 
teachers in the current situation. 

Idea Sketches



After all the ideation session, we selected and 

analyzed the most important features to be our final 

first prototype with the objective of testing the 

assumptions in, later again, interviews.

Designing the solution
Implement04

Mind Map



With all this I proceeded to elaborate the mind map and the MoSCou diagram, which showed me what were the essential features the app 

should have.

Generating and prioritizing solutions
Ideate03

Brainstorming



We use for this the methodology crazy8 and Dot 

Voting. 



Keeping always in mind our final project goal.



Great and interesting ideas came along during this 

session about the features  - feature prioritization - 

we could need in order to test our assumptions.

Results



Empathy Map


Persona


Useer Journey


Pain Points

Focusing on the right problem
Define02

Ethnography reseach - Interviews



1 on 1 Interview (40 min) 11 ppl / Whom? Local educators in Ghana - Non profitable organizations - and an extenal professoional to get 

feedback from them. / How? Observation FB. whatsapp group - Observation in virtual classroom (elementary school social study class) - 

Looked at online education materials (video and power point slide created by local teacher) - Mobile diary by a local teacher (Ethnography 

reseach)

Interviews



1 on 1 Interview (40 min) 3 ppl  / Whom? Local educators in Ghana - EdTech Initiative in Ghana / How? - 2 part user interview



1st part: Interview: Interview about their situation as educators in Ghana


2nd part: Moderated User testing - Show our lo-fi prototype and get feedback from their point of view



Key questions



What was the first reaction in education scene after the school closure?


What is the biggest obstacle in education in Ghana right now?


How do teachers teach in this situation?


How do you think teachers in Ghana use this kind of solution?


How do teachers use existing teachers community now? What is their needs?

Research



Market Research, we reviewed several companies to learn more about the services and products that they offer, the pros and cons especially 

in the context of being used by teachers from vulnerable populations. The majority of the EdTech companies that offer digital tools for online 

education require some initial level of tech savviness, which may be an issue for people who never used similar software before.



Hypothesis, this validated our assumption that in Ghana there is constant demand from teachers to connect with their peers and more 

experienced professionals.



Assumptions & Literature review to validate the preset consepts about teacher’s needs. 

Goal



The first part of this goal, we employed the Design Sprint framework to make sure we go through all the stages of Design Thinking and in 

the end have an MVP that we could test with the potential end users.



We aimed to increase the level of initial understanding of the problem and test our assumptions as early in the project as possible.



The current EdTech sources and tools focus primarily on teachers who have some experience in online education. What existing products fail 

to address is that teachers from vulnerable population might have very limited experience in online education. Our service will address this 

gap by helping teachers to gain experience with online education.



HMW solve this educational disruption by using edTech?



The next step, collect enough data from interviews and digital ethnography to continue designing/improving a solution to prevent further 

educational disruption and increase education rate by promoting online remote education.



We aimed to increase the level of initial understanding of the problem and test our assumptions as early in the project as possible.



We need to test/improve the current community solution and see what other design opportunities are

Understanding what the user needs
Discovery 01

Link video here

Challenge



How might we support teachers in vulnerable communities 

with their changing professional realities?



Our conversational object is a short comedy film.



This short film conceptually illustrates the teaching 

situation before and after corona virus outbreak by 

comparison.



By showing this, we try to evoke the conversation about 

teachers frustrations and motivations in the new reality.

Conversational object
Break the Ice

Sketches

Wireframes

Lo-fi Prototype

Iteration

Main research insights

New Oportunities

On going project

Implement04
Brainstorming

Crazy8

Dot voting

Feature Prioritization
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Goal
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Ethnography reseach

Discovery01

Design a service to help teachers in delivering online education. 


Due to the pandemic, teachers in the world are required to deliver online education abruptly.


However, especially in the vulnerable communities where people have limited  internet access 

and experience in virtual education space, teachers are struggling to adapt to this new reality. 


The EdTecht track from the Digital Society School van Amsterdam decided to take action 

on this. So, in order to prevent the education disruption in those communities the proposes is a 

digital toolbox for teachers who haven’t experienced delivering online education. in limited 

internet access and experience in virtual education space.


Throughout the development of this project, the design thinking process has been 

implemented in all along of the sprints. Currently, this project is in the third sprint stage. 

The Challenge

Google suit - communication 

Dropbox - document organization 

Illustrator - desing 

Photoshop - desing 

TOOLS

2 motns
PERIOD

Digital Society School

van Amsterdam

CLIENTE

Graphic Designer
ROLE

designAM .

Get in touch for opportunities or just to say hi!

LINK

https://youtu.be/RWCxLF8Z1A8
https://www.figma.com/proto/or85013gvSpLEB99tTR3uj/Untitled?node-id=0%3A4&viewport=435%2C395%2C0.6459948420524597&scaling=min-zoom

